Dadi Janki - 28th April 2019 – GCH, London
The connection between vision, attitude and awareness
Everyone say: sweet Baba, lovely Baba, thank You Baba! Say together: Om shanti. Three times Om
shanti. Everyone knows why Dadi says this. One is: I am a soul. So the finger points upwards: Mine is
one Baba, the Supreme Soul. It is the one Father for us all. And the third Om shanti is that we all say
Om shanti together. It’s one powerful sound of all of us.
The other thing Dadi says is five words: Purity… enables us to have truth and patience and maturity
and sweetness. Do you have all of these? Purity – Truth – Patience – Maturity – Sweetness?
In our practical lives, internally, we have these qualities and Dadi’s bhavna (pure feeling) is: let the
bhavna of all of us together spread throughout the whole world. For this we need the eight powers.
Who are my companions, who would be my helpers in using the eight powers and sending the whole
world our vibrations with these eight powers. Who is my helper in this? (Many raised their hands). Very
good! (With hand gestures, Dadi indicated the wonder of the gathering and the remembrance of One.
Dadi touched her heart). Dadi is happy and Baba is happy. Is everybody happy or is Dadi happier
seeing everyone?
Jayantiben: Dadi what should we all do further, what homework would you give us?
Karavanhar Baba is doing everything and you are all doing it all and you just have to remember the
word ‘Baba’. It is good that you have your fixed seats and are always present in class.
Baba is seeing His children who are doing His task and I say: Baba, it is You who has created this
game. I am not doing anything. I’m just seeing it all as a detached observer and You are giving me
Your company. Baba, You have given me the strength to keep me in this world. I do whatever Baba
wants of me. Does the same apply to you? Do you all do the same? I said to Baba: Baba You are the
One who is doing everything. There’s this aspect in today’s murli of disinterest. Forget everything!
Baba is doing everything.
Jayantiben: For what task has Baba brought you to London this time? Jasuben: Dadi, this is your
creation. Baba has brought you to see your creation.
All of you in all four subjects - knowledge, yoga, dharna and service - are claiming good marks.
Jayantiben: Dadi, would you say that in front of Dharamraj? You will be sitting in the tribunal with Baba,
the Supreme Judge, at the end, won’t you? Will you say to Baba at that time: All of them are very
good? (Dadi indicated that everyone is good).
Baba has taught us that, as is your attitude, so will be your vision, and your awareness will become like
that. Dadi has been observing from early morning her awareness and the awareness of the past
returned and so there is this connection between vision, attitude and awareness. If you are gyani and
yogi internally, subtly, then you will have spiritual vision.
Kumarbhai (Madhuban): It was 45 years ago on 25th April 1974 when Dadi arrived in London. In 2016
Dadi became 100 years of age and has travelled so much since then – it’s remarkable! And now Dadi
has come to London. (Dadi then gave Jayantiben a gift of a picture of Dadi with her hand raised high in
recognition of this). Om shanti.

